
  Leif Eriksson and the enchanted spear  

 

Characters 

 

 Loki – expert story teller – plays tricks on other people – 

friend of Odin   

Odin - creator god – king of the gods and goddess 

Leif Eriksson – the main character and the adventurer 

 

Chapter one 

 

 

Before, Odin created the world there was nothing existed no 

earth, no sky, on people absolutely nothing. First, he made 

the giants they hated the cold and frost mist blew 

everywhere it was not fertile. The frosty misty freezing place 

for the giants was called with a hard blow Jutunheim. There 

was a tree that held three stages that had islands the top one 

was heaven Asgard the city of the Gods and land of sun also 

the palace shone up in the moon light. The second island and 

stage was Midgard the land of humans it was a beautiful and 

it is fertile to grow stuff. Odin muttered trees and leaves to 

make the first man and women ever. There was a rainbow 

bridge to connect Asgard to Midgard so we can go across the 

bridge to a different dimensions. 



        

 

 

Chapter two  

  

 

Leif Erikson was the son of Erik the red and he travelled 

across the world but he wasn’t a human instead he was 

a god one of the mightiest god of them all. He was an 

older god so he was stronger than the new he 

transform in to more objects than three Lokis. He was 

looking for the mightiest enchanted spear in the hole 

universe but in Asgard there were only a normal spear 



instead of the mightiest enchanted spear so he turned 

in to an eagle and flew to Midgard to find the mythical 

spear. It began to rain and thunder from Thor made a 

rumbling sound and heal stone came down from the 

sky it bumped on the head of Leif. He needed a place 

to stay over for the night. Leif came across a strange 

mountain sight that hade a roof on that has been built. 

He was lucky that the roof was built so he went in the 

dark, damp mountain. When he went more into it the 

less air went in. He came across a glow in a room 

“What is that.” He said so he walked in …….the glow 

was a room that had giants trying to break the spear in 

the stone. The Leif the fearless fighter fought the 

giants in a guile the elder god Leif was smart than the 

giants. Leif turned in to a giant guard said “the king 

Thiatzi said you have to go back to the palace for the 

battle of the gods.” So they went and Leif got the spear 

but the giants came back and then the giant said “You 

can only get it if you do the giants a favour you have to 

give me the most valuable thing you have.”  

Leif said “Ok” so in the night he summed the precious 

thing he had and that was the golden pot so he gave it 

to them. Odin found out and he was furious he sent 

Leif to the land of the giants Jutunheim for the rest of 

his life and that was the last thing I heard of.   


